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MEMBERSHIP FEES
FULL MEMBERSHIP
$30.00 / year
NEVS6E7TEF SUBSCRIPTION $20.00 / year
All memberships are household memberships. An newsletter subscription is only for those who do not wish to attend
meetings, but wish to receive our newsletter and have access to our library. You are welcome to visit one of our general
meetings before joining the group. If you wish more information contact our president in writing at the club address on
the front cover or call and leave a message with his answering machine.
NEXT

MEETING

The meetings are held on the last Tuesday of each worth. The next will be held at the York Woods Public Library in
Downsview, starting at 7:30 pm. The library is at 1785 Finch Ave W just west of Keele St. The entrance to the library
is on Finch Avenue. See meeting schedule, elsewhere in this issue.

COMMERCIAL

ADVERTISING

Any business wishing to reach our membership may advertise in our newsletter. The rates are as follows. (width by
height):
FULL F:iE
(9' x 6')
$40 00
HALr FA6E
(4 1/2' x 6') $20 00
(WAFTER PAGE (4 112" x 3') $10.00
Please have your ads camera ready and paid for in advance. For more information contact the editor.
Don't forget, that any member wishing to place ads, may do so free of charge as as long as they are not involved in a
commercial enterprise.
NEWSLETTER ARTICLES
Members are encouraged to contribute to the newsletter in the form of articles, mini programs, helpful tips, jokes,
cartoons and questions. Any article may be submitted in any form by mail or modem. We welcome the reprinting of any
article appearing in this newsletter providing credit is given to the author and 9T9. If more information is required,
call the editor. The names 919 Ntne-T-Nine Novilmitar ITC $19 flits boup, and Nine-Tithe OW, WWI are Copyright,
(c), 1987 by the 9T9 Users Group of Toronto, Canada, al rights reserved.
DISCLAIMER
Opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the writers and are not necessarily those of the 9T9 USERS' GROUP
9T9 cannot assume liability for errors or omissions in articles, programs or advertisements. Any hardware modification
or project is presented for informational purposes, and the author, newsletter staff, and/or 9T9 Users Group CANOOt be
held liable for damage to the reader's equipment. All such projects are done at your out risk!
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The following is a paid advertisement:

THIS ISSUE OF NEWSLETTER 919
PUBLISHED BY.
DOUBLE Q COPY CENTRE
2 9 4 9 BATHURST STREET
TORONTO - ONTARIO
787-5291

Regarding the Geneve:

20)Cate9ory' GENERAL INFORMATION
Subject, GEMEVE
Fro: TI9720
Posted: 25 NOV 1986 6:13 pm
(KOext,<PO:st, or Return for more:
The Geneva is in full production (Finally) the Gate Array chips were received from Mitsubishi, and they will be
shipping out units in a weer or so to °piers The software it comes wits, Is nearly bug free, and the machine REALL
times faster then an IBM PC XT (even with faster CPU), it has better
exceeds all expectations' Not only is it
It will retail for around $4'4,
graphics then a qmrdore Amiga and sore software compatible with it then an Atari ST
?I-Writer, Multiplan, a small drawing program, and Sae other things It is truly a bargai -, at
and viii include
the price, and THE BEST personal computer or the market' D C users can buy them direct at Community Computers in De:
from Lou himself, who will be demoing the machine -- Chris B , Asgard Software

Utt**IUSYSTEM FOR SALE: titIttItt
T1-95/4A
(EXTRA KEYBOARD;
SPEECH ErN . -. .2ER
RS 2K'2 INTERFACDSTAND-AL_'.
T1 E PANSION SfSTEM 1WITH C:%Ir'OLLER CARD;
T1 DIsr CONTRCLIEr
SSISD D1SY DRIVE
DATA SET t1
INC
AND 2 (LZZ .,
BELL
MI;DEM,(NOT ::Y." _TED;
CARTRIDGE

SOFTWARE:
T1
7

EALIf:
EMULATOR 11
LEAP:INS FUN

•

hA,.,uER 2
NUMBER MAGIC
SFEEH EDITOR

LE

Li A'

DISK & TARE!

TE

YO • :LF EXTENDED BASIC
uuYSSEY
DRAW POKER
BPIT,BE BIDDING I
P It SKILLS
LE:- ,
-2.:::IoNs
-

35-ERIMISC PROGRAMS;
MISC:

BOOKS
MA6AZ1NES
DISKETTES
PRINTER STAND

SYSTEM IS SOLD ALL TOGETHER...NO PARTING FOR THE BEST-OFFER OVER $910
CONTACT: LOUIS 427 -7664(PICKERING)
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=Kitt:SYSTEM FOR SALE: MM MUS

11-99/4A C:%:::LE
Ti LIFA%Fl;N SYSTEM (WITH QUIET BISCUIT FAN)
TI C5N - ;___ER AND 2 DS/SD HALF-HEIGHT DRIVES
RS 232
32K MEM:" EXPANN CARD
3e,) BPS, MANUAL .7i..

CARTF:::L 3:,-TWARE:

Ti WRITER MODULE
ASKIN6 PRICE: $720
CONTACT: BOYD 703 -3761(NISSISSAU6A),EVENIN6S

StIMKUMALSO

FOR SALE:MUM:**

GENTLY USED GEMINI 10 PRINTER, INCLUDES PARALLEL CABLE WIRED FOR TN TI RS 232
-

ASKING PRICE: $214
CONTACT: BOYD 783-3761(NISSISSAU6A),EYENIN6S
Steve's Tld Bits 85
(c)1987 -by Steve Nickelson, Source TI6788, CIS 76645,1265

You probably have noted a new look to the Newsletter 9T9; namely the compressed look
After some experimentation, I
finally got around to reading the manual for the new printer The net result is a little utility which produces
eT
hen by setting the
riter
Ti W format commands
so as to set thei left
1 marg n at 6 and the right at 1SS,
compressed typ
bite,adiust and fill commands The net result is a type which may not have the near letter quality of the previous font
settings This is a trade-off which produces columns in 120 character width This new width, plus the reduced spacino
between lines, enables me to compress an article which would normally take five and half pages to just short of three'
This should give you more newsletter value for the dollar i would appreciate some feedback about such changes
The new compatibles are in production Geneve and the MG:Triton adapter are described elsewhere in Newsletter 975 Also
incli4ded is the last Randy's Rumour Rag I printed it for a few reasons First, as it is the last issue I think it is
Interest as Randy reviewed'and commented upon the state of the TI Community
Secondly, I was somwwhat worked-up by his
remarks to TI users, that I fired off a reply, which Randy did repl:
To understand iAerE I was coming from, the Rag was
reprinted Thirdly, his comments have SOME bearing on the new hardware for the TI-95;4A On the matter of the Geneve,
rumour has it that a review will appear in an up-coming ISSUE of Byte Magazine,(possibly the March issue)
we nave, in this current issue SOME ads Live tnr big fry say, support our advertisers or least keep the in mind if you
need their se ices Any Newsletter; exchanging with the Newsletter 9i`9
NOTE: Make sure you have our new address,
on the front corer If there is any problem on our end, send us a line
Also a note of than; to Blair Macleod, who has come onboard as Associate Editor
His help in transcribing this letter
is reflected in the current issue
There is not much to report or changes in policies or new directions of the club until the January elections take place
I did not in one newsletter, from Texas, that there were some un-released software for the TT; namely Some Wait Disney
about the time River Rescue was first annouced,(around '84), I recall another release about Zaon
stuff and E
Flease dr:T
for the TI Does anyone know if any of these are available,(new or used), as we are interested here in T C
me a line, if you can help
As far as programming is concerned, a member of the Adam users group approached our 919 booth regarding obtaining
assembli programs written for our TI It seems that. like the TI, the Adam uses the 9918 :'OP chip and their' assembl ,.
looks VtF1 familiar to that used on the TI-95/4A We glanced through an issue of the Ada; users newsletter, 'which had an
Well life is a two-way street and I think that Adam assembly can be
article on how to go about translating TI assembly
converted for our use By the way, I have found out that some of the Tandy computers use both the same video and sound
chips as the T1-9914A, I wonder
Apparently the last issue of Newsletter 919 was quoted in Toronto Computes' it's good to see that Annie isn't the orphan
who has a readership The new executive should be refected in the next newsletter issue

MEETINGS

The following indicates the next four meetings of the 9T9 Users Group
Tuesday January 27,1987
Tuesday February 24
Tuesday
March 31
Tuesday
April 28
Meeting times are 7:30 PM

Get the;t7
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Mesag.

The following was sent to Newsletter 9TS and is reprinted for your information( A special vote of thanks to Blair MacLeod
who volunteered to be associate newsletter editor and wrote the following, verbatui, ala' TI Writer':

T.I. Network News
Copyright (c) 1986 I.N.F.O. Inc
Ron Albright, Editor and Publisher

o
In the
This is the
Welcome' Welcome to what I hope will be a new publishing adventure for users of the TI 99(4A Home Computer
•
• (affectionately hereafter to be known a; 'TINA')
haie started this venture to
Network News'
first issue of the •'T I
It will be a conglomeration of news, product reviews,
Information Network
be an exclusive offering of Delphi's T I
I will be hacking it out alone
tips (particularly, on telecommunications) and programming (concentrating on KB and c99)
to start but, right up front, I invite and welcome submission from anyone else on virtually anythino of interest to the
If you have some new software to tell us about. visited an interesting TI BBS, have discovered an prograaving
TI user;
I will make the arrangements to get the information in
trick, or anything you want to share with others , let me know
Aril since we are
Since we are new at this. we can go in any direction that the readership desires
TINN
I hope to make this a bi-weekly. but that depends
'electronically' published, WE can have immediate an up-to-date news
Welcome
You can address "Letters to the Editor" to me on Delphi (Username "INFOINC")
on the interest and readership
aboard!
The Dawn of Gen'e,e
Doubters have rumbled andjokes bantered about for over a year. Since the Myarc upgrade to the TI S1i4A was announced
rmally at the Third Annual TI Fair in Chicago (November, 1985), many have waited patiently for what was the only viable
fo
The last hurdle, o btainino the
And now. the waiting appears to be over
upgrade path available for the 99/4A
11.:
mysterious (at least to me) "gate-arrays' (supposedly, devices that speed the chip operation.) frog
The gate-arrays arrived Thanksgiving weer and the Geneve is being assembled,
contractors has been accomplished
So, if you have your
The first see (that is right, five-zero-zerol) are going to Tenex
probably even as I write this
In an y case the
Else, the smaller dealers, may have to wait for some time
order in there, you nay be in luck
I cannot wait to hear the first non-Beta-tester report; of the production
computers appear ready for the marketplace
hear that "Gen'eve has been dropped by Myarc over the possible confiict with the
By the way,
Should be fun
ma,oine
since
geneva has been out of
That all seems
verythe
unlikely
"Gene:a" portable computer produced' by Hewlitt-Packard kely,
thin; there mco,
products that come close to that name as well
There are a couple
prod,:ction for over a year
The name, as I hear it. will
SOVE
even be a Geneve-something already), so the nave change is probably a wise
'officially- be the 'Myarc 9640' ' Not very glamorous, but might save an undesirable lawsuit
j

For tnose of you interested, here are some specifications on the 9640 computer, just to whet your appetite:
The following are the capabilities of the new Geoe',e computer as written in the Myarc literaturet
Runs over leo existing Ti cartridge programs
53/4A compatible
utilities
Runs over 951 of all assembly language programs and
1 95/4A compatible
4 Basic j t
Ti-miter, now a full ,. columns
Multiplan, Also SO Niumns
4 Faster, at least 2-3 times
compatible with M:arc 512K card . Supplies
; Larger,
d idet„ RAM, 2 Mega bytes addressable RAM, Myarc memory card
Ste--'
1 1 Megabytes
t ISM Type kevoodid included
4 Phone type cable, replaces old He=-Bus cable
4 Mouse Support
t Separated Function Keys
1 incredible graphics capabilities
Composite video output
F1: Cutout

*

SO

Loluan display

cooumo display
* Joystick port
Compatible with e,., isting peripheral cards: Disk controllers, Marc. TI,
directly to RAM (modification required)
Myarc memory expansion cards add
Two Mei....(tes addressable memory
nAM Memory
128K

N

Corcomp

RS232 Cards, Myarc,

I. Corcoap

$ True hardware utilities, Sprites Fills, Lines, Data Moves
TI 9995 Froc.ssir Chip - It MHz
t 256 Bytes UL . : 1 High speed on Chip RAM
Fre-fetch on instructions
t Fost-store on instructions
Sound compatible and expandable
t Speech included
The 9640 may be ordered through Disk Only Software b"writing to P 0
Box 4170, Rockville, Md
26se For more
information call B00-446-4462 +
335 at the tone
In the Washington D C
Metro area call 3C-369-13:9
DOS
is on
Delphi under the Username: "E_EDATA' (Jeff Guide)
Maybe you can get your 9640 before Christmas' I'll risk a little
heat from the real 9640 enthusiast by saying that I have to take a "wait-and-see" attitude toward this machine at
present
I will have to see what Craig Miller (ME
1475 W
Cypress Avenue, San Dimas, CA) comes out with this jarwar• y
as he announces the specifics of his MS-DOS upgrade for the TI Then I will compare the two, and decide Hopefully, the
inevitable bugs will have been shook out of the 9640 by the (there WILL be some user problems yet to be discovereo,
there always are) Then I will make a move - for one or the other

NOTICE: This is Copyrighted material and is the exclusiveproperty of Ron Albright and I
, Inc
It may be
downloaded and read by you for your own personal enjoyment
You may not, however, republish or distribu t e this material
others. free or for profit
You may not republish this material in any other publication (including user oroup
newsletters and Bulletin Board Systems) without permission of the author
be uploaded to any other commercial or non-commercial Bulletin Board SystemsIt is expressly forbidden for this materill to
Permission to reprint this one issue in TI-User Group Newsletters is conditionally granted to the User Group w ::- nave
is on the label affioed to the envelope in which this copy is mailed
This permission is dependent on the 1:v. keys
being
prir'e:
in
its
entirety,
up
to
and
including
the
paragraph
immediately
preceding
this
grant
of
permission
issuesofT:m„ Newewbeloadedfrompelphiancipermissiorlurepri
suture
n t in user group newsletters secured by request

Chicago TI Faire...
Thanks to the generosity of Computer Shopper and the editor's (Stan Veit) continued support of the TI community, I was
sponsored by the Chicago User Group and held at Triton College, Saturday,
able to attend the Fourth Annual
1
T
leee or
November 1. It was a great time for all attendees. The, crowds were ahout half the size of times past (about
so), but the interesting thing was that there were no disappointed vendors, out of the 30 or so with booths, The dollars
changed hands like military secrets at the United Nations. We have one from a tired users base (novices, serious users,
expert users) to really, one tier - serious, expert users. Users willing, to spend some 'serious dollars on some of the
great new hardware and software for their machines. No one stays on the sidelines with a 3 year old orphan, You either
have to BET serious or get out. Anyway, I was terribly . impressed not just with the way the Fair was run (terrifically),
or the speakers on the program (Clint Pulley on c99, Chris Babbitt onthe new Asgard products, and Peter Hoddie on the
a from . Californi , New York, Massacusettes,
music capacity ofh the (4A), utt also the fana ics thatt attended. They a tended
Ottawa, Tennessee, and Georgia. They bought out the place. And not the SA cartridges, but the new, sophisticated
hardware and software from all over. It was a mature, grown-up bunch of 99ers wo have survived the three year stint in
the orphanage. I was encouraged and really enthusiastic after attending Chicago. I was equally encouraged by the fact
that Sandy Bartels (Chicago V.P. and probably future president) said there would definitely be Fifth Fair next year.
Probably featuring the 9640. See ye there!
New Products Seen...
At the Chicago Fair, Asgard (awarded the 'Software Producer of the Year' in the December TI Forum column in Computer
Shopper) ran true to form and introduced three e . ;:iting new software products for the 9914A. 'Total Filer' ($24.95 from
Asgard, P.O. Box l03e6, Rockville MD 2e ese; (,e. 34e-2492) is the first 'text-based', free-form database for the Ti.
Written by Warren Agee in c99, iota, Filer' ooesn't use fields like traditional databases. With "Total Filer" you can
enter information in any form or fashion into the record and enter your own keywords. The, 'Total Filer' can search on
any keyword and even use litildcards' to pick records. For example, if you had some records and 'assembly' and
'asseabler' 1 ,ou could search for both words by ustng the wildcard search phrase "asse. Records with "asseabler'
and 'asseacie as the keywords should be retrieved py that search. You can use 'Total tiler' in many ways and I find it
a useful tool: I use it to index text-based information like journal references and abstracts in my medical practice.
Another winner from Warren Agee and Asgard
Also released by Asgard was 'High Gravity' ($14.95 from Asgard). People always write to Computer Shopper to ask why
there are no new games for the Ti. i tell them that the users have, generally matured beyond that form of software, and
that the market for games is probably sas:I. Well,.Asgard has come out with a hybrid - a game that is both fun and
a
educational. 'High Gravity', written, by los w.rle (also in [99), is a game in that you try to fire a food pad to
stranded spaceship through a maze of planets for points. You cannot steer the . pod you have to rely on the gravitational
pull of the various planets to guide to pod to the spaceship. Thus, you learn in a realistic way about gravity and ,its
Real yl a
effects in space. You can vary the number of planets, and their gravity to add to the learning experience.
nice program. Well done and reasonably priced.
• ($24.95) mill be the subject of a full review in a future issue of
♦
Asgard Trilogy, ■'Font Writer'
The third part of the
Suffice it to sav that the author, J. Peter Hoddie has produced and excellent program that accoapl)shed the
TINN
Printed together, on
meroino of oranhics from TI'Artist or Character Set and Graphics Design and text from TI Writer.
the same page and formatted as you desire. An excellent productivity tool. A oust. Buy it.
Another product seen and to be reviewed is the 'Printer's Apprentice' from McCann Software (P.O. Box 34160, Omaha,
Nebraska 68134; $22.se). It is an implementation of "Print Shopmam) for the TI (well almost!). Written in Forth and
comciete with S fonts and a program to design you own), .'Apprentice' allows you to make customs designed page layouts and
hs - :.e TI Writer files with proportional spacing, micr2iustification, and hyphenation. Its a peach from the same quy
!N.•e McCann) that programmed 'Business Graphs 99 - (now only $15.95 from McCann). I hope to spend more time on this
program in later issues.
I also have a copy of Monty Schaidt's GPL Assembler and Linker (Byte Data 210 Mountain Street, Haliburton, Ontario KO
ISO; (705) 457-z774) but it will take alittle work for any non-assembler mentality to get these beauties running. Keep
you posted.
Nibbles and bits...
Tom Rhodes, the producer of the most practical product for the TI probably ever, "Flip Strips', has moved but still has
some of these soiral bound overlays for the TI available for $4. These are keyboard strips for the top of your machines
already printed for most T1 cartridges and several Fairware . prograas and some bla7. ones to be filled in for other
programs. Very nice. Get them from Tom at I Edgewood Court, Chillicothe, Ohio eitol.
There are a couple of fairs planned this spring
The Second Annual for both. The New Jersey TI computer Owners' Fun
Fest (TICOFF) will be held March 28 at Roselle Parc.
School in Roselle Park, NJ. For more information contact Art
Byers at (914) 528-5402 or on Delphi (Username='ARTE.: 7
The Second Annual New England 99 "Fayuh' will be held April 4. For more info, contact the
User Group, One Center Plaza, Boston, MA 02108 or Walt Howe right here on Delphi (Username:WAL
Winding Down...

Computer Society, Ti

Well, there you have the first issue of TINN. Its a start. Let me know what you think. What you would like to see
With the resources on Delphi, we will be able to answer most of your needs. Just let me know what you would lice to see
in TINN and we will try to provide it. More programming? More reviews? Less reviews? Whatever. Drop us a line. 'Till
next time, see you 'round the campus.
For those reading this who are rot Delphi members, joining The TINN on,Oelphi is easy. Dial 1-800 544-4005(Not likely
available in Canada; will let you know.-Editcr)and the Delphi operator will give you the TYMNET or TELENET access
tele•'.:h: number nearest to you. Rates are $7.20 per hour for 300/1200 baud, and that includes all network charges such
as T•ml'h - or TELENET. You can sign on for as little as $10.00 and . for that you will receive a handy quick reference card
as well as ore hour of free time on line. If the initial prompt is garbled , type in the letter 'A' and the prompt will
be readable. Then e-te- DELPHI. Next you will be asked for a USERNAME - enter JOINTI99. Last you will be asked for a
password. Enter TELEZ:.'A and you will be off and running.

DATE: 21 Nov 1986
TIT,E: RANDY'S RUNOF RA6
SUBJECT: RANDY'S RUMOR RA6

TEXT:

:SS SPECIAL EDITION Ut
-========- SPAN SONG

RAndY's RumOR Ra6

How well I remember Black Friday. On that particular evening, I,was travelling to a concert with a friend who had owned
a TI for about a year) and he mentioned that TI was dumping their home computer line. This tidbit of information didn't
make such of an impact at the time although I had been considering buying a computer for some time (I had almost talked
myself into an Apple 2e).
That next Monday. I had to travel to Seattle to take a Certification test (I passed) and on the way home I stooped at a
discount store and purchased a Ti keyboard and an empty P-Box for $S6 each. That was the beginning Of my experience with
computers.
In the weeks that followed, i picked up the other necessary pieces such as Extended Basic ($90), the basic cards, and 2
half-height drives.
Early in 1984, I bought a modem and was faced with a $3ee phone bill the first month. In April of that year.
subscribed to the Source and began to make lots of new TI friends.
In early 1385. Don Bynum asked me about writing a regular column dealing with news, reviews, and events in the TI world
r. knew a Iot of people be this time but getting the necessary information each month to write the RaG was still a tic
(Ey the way the name RAndY's RumOR Rat was dreamed up by Don and I just added the mixture of upper and lowercas
MICut.
LEtte:'S tC) riaiiE it /00k f;.Jr.n
In 1985, I also took a stab at running a BEE. This was a great source of information and I made a lot of friends doin g
it but the abuse by a few callers eventually made running the system a headache, so all of the equipment was recen 1;
sold
UNTIL NOW.
You know, I' VE always said that the only thing a PC would do for me is cost more money and that was true
Many of you have heard the rumors that I had deserted the I . ? world and had moved into PC land. Weil, I can now announce
that it's true.
This will bE the final issue of the RaG since I do not currently own any Ti equipment and it's kind of hard to review
hardware and software that way.
I came across a fantastic deal on an XT clone that I couldn't pass up_ (For those interested, I'm writino this using
Word Perfect, the system has 2 floppies and a 2e MEG hard drive with tOK of system memory.)
In the beginning, I was quite reluctant to give up the TI, but after using the XT for a while, I can honestly say that I
really like it.
Don't get me wrong....I am not encouraging everyone to abandonthe Ti ust because I have gotten
ou e of, it. B ,, e
t
making SOME closing comments, I'd like tothank a number
e of peopl , without whoa the RaG would have never been possible
First, I should say THANKS to Don and Doyle Bynum for giving me the opportunity to give an honest opinion.
Thanks to Blaine for keeping the RaG on the SIG and encouraging as to write it.
Thanks to Chris Bobbitt and Asgard Software for going out of his way tp send software to review. I • can't afford to buy
every new package that comes out and Asgard was real nice in sending review copies.
Thanks also to Steve Lambert: and Texaments for sending software to review. Like me, Steve always has an opinion on any
.

given subject.
Thanks to Craig Miller for answering all the dumb technical questions I asked.
Thanks to Franz Wagenbachfor allowing me totry out a GRAM-KARTE Too bad I hadn't established that relationship
earlier so I could have answered some of your questions about their products.
Thanks to Scott Darling for offering his opinions and technical wizardry on various matters
.

I could go on forever listing those who were helpful, but I'll be lucky if I can figure out how to upload this (the
modem orograms are REALLY involved). Special thanks to Source Tl'ers Terry Atkinson and Harold Worwetz for their
frequent contributions.
Before leaving, I should mention that I will still check into the TISIE from time to time to make sure everything is
going the way I think it should, so you haven't heard the end of me.
I'd like to make some parting comments in the true tradition of the RaG.
As those of you faithful readers know, I have been a longstanding critic of Myarc. 1 remain skeptical coe,e,ning the
future of Geneve. I appreciate Lou's efforts, but those of you waiting for Geneve to hit the market may be disappointed
Oh. the Geneve may eventually see full-scale proc,:tion, buy kV guess is that it probably won't work. right when it comes
out and buyers will end up playing 'shuffle the :eo,ls" as has happened
with other Myarc products.
Assuming you buy a Geneve and it works as advertised, what kind of software will you run? It's still using a bastard chip
that is notsupported by anyone writing software. What I'm trying to say is that It will need a lot of support from the
software people and I doubt that will happen considering the small size of the hardware base.

7

During the past month or so I have talked with a lot of TI owners. They always ask somewhat I think of the Geneve and 1
never hesitate to offer my opinion. Then, I ask what they think of L;raig Millers work on an IBM add-on. The
overwhelming response toward MS s hardware could best be described as indifferent. It looks like everyone is waiting for
Geneve and i can't understand it.
If that's what you want
During my three years in the TI world, I have never ceased to be amazed at the stupidity of many computer users.
It's
almost like people don't know how to read the books that come with the hardware and software. (It's no different in the
PC world.)
Some of the worst offenders are the dealers. For example, I had a TI dealer recently tell me that you had to leave your
computer on for 4 minutes before using it so that it could warm up. I've never heard of anything so asinine....and you
wonder why people have trouble using a computer?
In any case, the beginning of 1987 should see some exciting developments in the TI world. I will be interested to see
who Craig is developing his IBM box for. I understand that it is a large American company outside the Ti marketplace.
In fact, I guess that several people who are :big* in IBM land visited Craig and told him that there was no may you could
interface a 4A with an IB. ...these were some of the top people in the IBM community....to which Craig replied "Dh
really as he showed them a prototype. I love it when an underdog shuts down the 'know-it-ails'.
My suggestion . is that if you intend to keep your TI, seriously consider the IBM box over the Geneve.
The hardware and
software possibilities are awesome!!!
THANKS to all of you foryour support in actually reading the RaG faithfully. I have really enjoyed creating it each
month.
F.1.• PaG is po:..= ,J on a monthly basis by
PHO
ses W. Wishkah Aberdeen, WA 985ie, U.S.A.,phone: (2e6) 533-6647 Source ID 717513 GEnie
aooress :;:
Downloaded from the Source and run : -- )ugh Spell-check:
ID:TI6786 DATE: 17Dec 1986 TITLE: TI99/411 FUTURE SUBJECT: CONRENTS ON THE
FUTURE DIRECTION OF THE TI99/4A CONNUNITi
TEXT: Reprinted with the permission of the 919 Users Group and Steve Nickelson.
Requiem For A Computer
If Ron Albright's Orphan Chronicles were to have a third volume to tell the final chapter of the story of the T1-9914A
Home Computer; the third of the trilogy might read like the closing chapters of a Adventure -drama type novel.
For sake of an analogy , take the sinking of the unsinkable 86 Titanic, (ironic name play), a ship designed to sail
securely through the dangerous seas of the Computer Ocean. Struck by an ice berg the ship sails undaunted for what seems
like an eternity,(three years). Our ship analogy would have the crew jumping ship at first call of doom with Inc
passengers left to fend for themselves, keeping the illustrious vessel afloat.
This story now seems to be rushing to its ultimate and still not clear end. For now we see that the passengers are
making their way
two dif
ferent lifeboats
,
one namedeve'
Gen and the other, MG. _The sentiment for years was that the
the
TI-99/4A
continue along, reborn in any of a number of possible names, the TI-99/8, Corcomp Phoenix, TI-957128, etc.
Now, sadly, it seers that many in our community have reached the conclusion that the remaining users must make a choice
go the way of Miller and use our as an appendage of some IBM clone or go the way of MyafFinto unchartered
waters of the 9995 and itsunique operating system. Those who feel compelled to follow will be physically contributing
to the greatest rift yet felt in our dwindling community. Either way you are choosing to embark to a tamp which will
have little in common, software or hardware speaking, with the other.
I would just like to comment that although I purchased my TI prior to the TI pull out, I have yet felt compelled to
keep producing hardware
'abandon ship'. There seems to still be a core of enthusiastic supporters for out orphan, who
■
side "(if I may use
and software to meet my needs as a user. I think that some of those who have defected tO the 'dark
that term), have done - so in response to a real need, usually for business reasons, because there just wasn't the software
to Till their needs in the Ti community. While others,( and I suspect the majority of defector ), left because of the
sales hype and curiosity , which were probably the reasons why the bought a computer in the first place.
Having made the choice of buying a clone,( or the real thing), and loosing their shirt selling their old Ti system and
software, both groups now rationalize their decision by saying their new computer is the hest thing since fluorescent
hoola-hoops and 'you should get one, too', as if asking me to join them to help them convince themselves and others that
they made the right choice,('see he bought one too!').
Well to all of you on the rails about to make the plunge, I say STOP!!! Has your computer suddenly stop doing all the
things it has performed for the last several years? i remember how it seemed that I and my in-laws all igot into buy ng
new vehicles,(five of us purchased new vehicles within a year or so). Granted the old ones all seemed on their last
legs, and the Canadian winters with road salt and snow helps bring them to a premature death-- that's another story). yo
spring comes along and car owner's fancy turns to the shiney new models, and once one gets a new one like lemmings we all
had to get rid of the old heap for the new model. The same goes for computer and reading the reviews we al' want to
replace the old TI,(even the Source sent a mailing referring to it as a classic, with an antique roadster pictured on the
card).

So much for the motives, THINK about the reasons not to jump ship. Is your system still meeting your computing needs? Do
you belong to or know o a user group in your area, supporting the T1-99i4A? Do you subscribe to a newsletter or magazine
which supports you unit? Do you have any friends or acquaintances who use your computer? Have you recently purchased
hardware or software for your TI? If you can answer yes to most of the above, then there is still hope!
Don't give up . the ship! I can still recall how a recent 'defector' remarked how there was a sense of fraternity among TI
users sadly missing in the world of big blue clones. The expression: 'better to be a big frog in a small pond - , seems to
be appropriate

In conclusion, though we were orphaned for so long, the delay in a new compatible helped to contribute to a . sense GT
security and stability. Manufactures of hardware seemed content on making only peripherals and the long-dreaced day of
which Ti compatible to side' with seemed always on the distant horizon. However, the day of destiny has arrived for tne
Ti community.
I feel 1587 will be filled with dread or anticipation such like what took place back in the fall of 1983. Needless to
say we have survived this long in the uncertain waters of being orphans, I feel we will still continue, if we keep the
faith and resolve that has kept the TI-99/4A alive to this date.
-Steve Nickelson, Editor Newsletter 9T9(c) c/o 9T9 Users Group, 15 Kersdaie Ave., Toronto, Ontario, MEM-1C5, Canada
RET:F% to :: - tinue or <H)elp:
CECIT'S N: - E: at least the origional Titanic had a bandll
The following reply from Randy Ainsworth was sent to me regarding my commentary on the future of the Ti community:
From: 117513 9-Lines On:13 DEC 1986 At: 22:32 To: 11678C.1
Subject: Reply to: REPLY TO LAST RA6
Well, in response let me say that I did not take a bath on selling my TI stuff..at least it paid for the XT with a little
left over.
Seccnoly, anyone who is waiting for a Geneve is NUTSIlm IBM-land is where the action is and if Myarc ever does act that
thing out and workino, what are you going to run on it. ..It is an accident waiting for a place to happen II" owners
viii be much better off with the MG machine in the long run believe me.
(Editors note: The message above prompted me to send this final remark to Mr. Ainsworth:)
Disposition:RE(PLY)
Enter text:
I still ,think that if my coapu ter meets all my current . needs and that . I cannot see trashing all of my software and
hardware just to own . a piece of big blue or clone of same. It the software is needed and not available for Ti, well
maybe, if my system is useless otherwise. I . think people who buy a clone or some other model for no specificpurpose are
the ones who are nuts; so much for name calling. .Ail the best to you, but to take a clean break 1 . don . t thiT4 it s
necessary to knock the teeth out of everyone,Ystill staving with TI Jr Myarc1, except those who gave you freebies
guess, like you, i have strong_ personal convictions and prefer to call a spade a spade,leven if I'm the only individual
to read the cards that way). ,terially, :Ave Nickelson
Wait ..
Sent to - T17S1?
fThe following was sent from Terry Atkison, as I had sent him a copy of my Titanic file -Editor;
Disposition: From: Tic4se 7-Lines On:11 DEC 1986 At: 21:24 To: T167FA
Sub2ect:
1672i:

Than;,e for the articles.
interestino. Later..
Terry.TI64S0
Olsposition:RE(FLY)

Much app.e,iated

I will put them up on my TIBBS, and also in the TINS newsletter. Very

Enter tCXt:
Terri , before

you publish o r post
article; please run it through spell- check, as I wrote it at 2:e0 A.M. and than t
have a chance to proof it. Regards, P. S. did you see your articles/utils in recent issues of Toronto'; U 6. '
Newsletter 9T9? Seriaiiv, Steve MicVelson.
Walt. . Sent to - TI64S
And another reply to the 'Rag's Swan Song':
21) Category: GENERA- INFORMATION
Subject: OPEN LETTER -TO RAC,
TI6450
From:
Posted: 25 NOli 1986 2:54 am
:Nvt,<POist, or Return for more:
Dear Randall:
Just a short note of appreciation for all your candor, criticisms, approvals, wit, dourness, paradox, and exactness
Yes, you are all those things . you really kept us guessing!
am I going to argue with? Vho else will call me Krazy Kanuck? To whom
I, for One will sorely miss you personal
am i going to say 'I told you so', when Myarc comes through with Geneve? ...and on, and on!
Wishing you all the best in your new 'world' of big blue, and what- ever else you become involved in! Your friend (and
sometimes confidant)
Terry Atkinson
T164S0

The following was captured from the Source:

ID:113864 DATE: 15 Jan 1987 TITLE: TRITON/M6 COMPUTER SUBJECT: INFORMATION
ABOUT THE SOON TO BE RELEASED COMPUTER FROM TRITON AND MILLER GRAPHICS
TEXT:
Based on a tip from a friend in another part of the country (noone who calls here), I called TRITON today. Since I have
no confidences to violate, I can freely pass along the information I obtained. I was able to confirm the following
Information through a discussion with a . VERY reluctant salesperson. tne volunteered no information at first, bur,
XT computer, e.:h is mode-.switchable between
responde7. to direct quest::..;. TRITON is about . to announce the . $499
the 11-9 .1,4A and its own H•° compatible capability. It comes with 256k, expandable to 64G. It contains one 0500 drive,
a parallel interface, composite and RGB ports, and 8 (?) card slots for IBM cards. It shares the keyboard, monitor, and
to some extent, drives with the TI. I was unable to determine (so was the salesperson) whether it has an RS-232
interface built in, whether in TI mode it could use an' of the 256k, and just how much the drives could be interused
The PE box remains in place. The computer will be available in March. The salesperson had never heard of Craig Miller
or Miller Graphics, she said. She did not know any more than she could get out of the literature in front of her.
IBM COM;ATIBILITY FOR THE 99/4A:
Technical Info:
1. Two part system.A TURBO XT and a small bridge box that connects to the side I/O port on your 4A.
2. The TURBO XT is an 8( Mhz, 4.77 Mhz (switchable) mother board, power supply, XT style case, GSA color graphics card
(both RGE and Composite), Floppy Disk controller 1 half high DS/DD disk drive, Parallel port and 256K of Ram on the
mother board. The mother board has sockets for up to 648K of ram. There are 8 expansion slots, two of which are used by
the CGA card and the Floppy disk controller.
It also
3. The bridge box has inputs for 4A Video in, XT Video in and outputs for IT Keyboard out and Monitor cut.
contains the software for Keyboard switching between 4A mode and XT mode and the software to convert the 4A key strokes
Into XT keycodes. It also has a pass through so you can keep your P-Box or other Peripherals hooked up.
4. Mode switching from 4A to IT can be done through Basic or X-Basic with CALL XT or by holding down FCTN CTRL ENTER on
power up of the 4A.
5. Mode switching from XT to 44 is done by pressing FCTN CTRL ENTER.
88
6. The ONLY items shared by the two systems are the 4A keyboard and your current monitor or TV. Yes you tan getMODE
columns out of a composite monitor, but it is easiest to read with the color turned off in 80 mode. The XT allows 48 which alsogives you 4e column mode. Graphics programs, such as games and drawing programs work fine in 80 column and
most other software that doesn't combine weird foreground and background stext color are also quite readable.
7. By not s' a - ino the disk drives it is possible to do concurrent processing on the XT. Example: Go into XT mode, start
u your 0".N1LATIONS software, log on to a BBS and start a down load. Now vou can switch modes back to the 4A and do
whatever you would like in 4A mode while the XT is still down loading from the BES!!
to be very comqtible. Since it
8. We have tested this system on a number of 4A system configurations and have 'd,nd it
Yes, you can add -A. IBM cards you
is an IBM clone it is also fully compatible with both IBM software and IBM HARL.:-:
would like to the system.
9. The minimum 4A system requirements: A TI 99/4A console and a monitor or a TV set with RF modulator.
General Info:
also handling the production
1. This system is being marketed by Triton Products Company_in San Francisco, CA. The"
of the bridge boxes and they have contracted for the Turbo X; clones to their specifications.
2. The system has a 38 DAY money back guarantee and a 1 YEAR parts and labor warranty.
3. The cost for this system (Turbo XT, Bridge box and cables) is 499.00 plus 19.90 for shipping and handling.
4
Their toll free number for additional info and/or a 6-page 4-color brochure on this system is 800-227-E:i .o,(Editors
Note: This number is toll free here in Canada!), Monday through Friday - 6AM to 6PM and Saturday 9AM to 4'.r. Pacific
Time
PLEASE DON'T CALL THEM UNTIL MONDAY, JANUARY 19, 1987 FOR TECHNICAL INFO OR QUESTIONS. You can call before then to get a
brochure. The people that . answer the phones are going through a training course this week so they won't be able to
properly answer your questions until then.
5. Delivery is scheduled to start on March 1st of this year. .4e have been using this system for awhile now and we are
very pleased with its performance. This isn't vaporware, ALL RD, testing and software is complete and the units are
ready for production. so the March time frame is a reality. .At last, a MAJOR expansion for the 4A. 4e hope you are as
p.ea:ed with this prP:, t as you have been with our other products in the past. As the Triton Brochure says:MAKE THE IBM
[ChNEIION TO YOUR 1::: 4A

Category: 6ENERAL_INFORMATION Subject: TURBO XT STUFF From: 113592 Posted: 17 JAN 1987 3:29 pm
<N>ext,<P0:, st, or Return for more:
I have ordered a Turbo IT from Triton and was able to get SOME additional info. The system comes with NO key- board, the
TI keyboards runs every- thing. The 'bridge box' seems to in- tercept ONLY the keyboard, and passes this to the keyboard
on the XT. There is apparently NO communication with XT bus traffic, hence NO data sharing at all, unless I am aisssing
something.
Most likely, the TI and IT viele: outs go to the bridge box, and one 'monitor out' goes to the monitor,.BUT, itItof may
course
be
will not run T1 software on a Ps: monitor, even t'oJght the XT has an RGE . output as well as a composite.
I
ordered
it
primarily
for
the
clone
part,
and
confirmed
that
it is
possible to bypass this and run the XT on ;BE
returnable in 30 days if I am dissatisfied. Score = one keyboard, one monitor, still two boxes. Close, but no
cigar.(Ed. Note: He could always get a RAVE Keyboard, see review elsewhere in this newsletter)
-End0

From F.L.U.G.

(Dallas,Tx):

A DESCRIPTION CIF THE GENEVE COMPUTER WITH RELAVENT
COMMENTABY REGARDING WHAT IT MEANS TO US ALL
by Chris Bobbitt
Copyright Chris Bobbitt 1986
At it's introduction, the Myarc Geneve computer will be among the most advanced computers available, and definitely the
most advanced 'home computer' in history. It is more powerful than many minicomputers, and is available at a price that
would have been unheard of 3 years ago. The following is a description of some of the capabilities of this remarkable
device.
MICROPROCE- -.';
The TMS9995 CPU is 5 to 6 times faster than a TMS3900, the processor found in the TI9914A. This processor is o nly
slightly slower than the une CPU, yet is much simpler to use, more accurate . mathematically, and contains a sa..,
instruction set. The advantages of this smaller instruction set is an article in itself. Suffice it to say that this
technique is getting a lot of attention in programming circles.
MEMORY:
The standard Geneve Computer comes with 640K of RAM. This is expandable to 2 Megabytes using special memory expansion
devices. A Myarc SILK card can be made to work with the Geneve with simple modifications. The Myarc 5121, card memory
may be directly accessed by programs.
The Geneve uses the Yamaha 9938 graphics processor. The 9938 processor was designed by Texas Instruments and Microsoft
Incorporated. The computer world will discover this chip and its capabilities much in the same way that they proudly
announced 16 bit computing for microcomputers, years after Ti had introduced the T199/4A.
This graphics processosupports a variety of different modes for graphics and text.
TEXT:
The Geneve supports both 4 OD 80 column modes. The 46 column mode is similar to that of the 99/4A, so noneof your
current word processing software is obsolete However, text, foreground and background colors may be any of 512 colors
25t patterns are available for redefinition. One of the GO column modes is the same, while another supports bliring
text and multi-color text. Some limitations apply, but this permits programmers of the system to use many of the
advanced human factors graphics techniques just now being developed. The use of color to impart information, much in the
nature of peripheral yi;iion can make wordprocessing tasFs was well as the initial learning process easier. Your Geneve
computer will be able to keep up . with this emerging technology for some time. Indeed the rich resources of the Ti
programming community may well result in some breakthroughs in . graphics presentation. It is reasonably well inown that
some organiza,,ons
communityare working hard in this area. Since each of these various screens occupies very
little memory of the 128I ..
:. of standard Video
i
RAM on the Geneve, up to 32 screens of text can be stored in memory at once
All of this
is directly addressable by the programmer. This bodes well to provide a rich environment for the
system and applications programmer and thus the user.
GRAPHES:
The Geneva supports every text mode of the 99/4A, as well as many new graphic modes that use much of the available
memory. One of the more interesting modes supports a resolution of 256 by 212 pixels. Each pixel can be any of
colors. This mode also supports multi-color sprites. Each pixel row of the sprite can be any of two colors.
her
Anot
interesting graphics mode . supports 512 by 424 pixels with each pixel an"
lb colors. The on-screen display of a
!a:lmum of - lb different colors can be selected from a pallet of 512 colors. This mode is the same resolution as the
Macintosn computer, yet the system still finds the capabilty to . support sprites, which the Macintosh does rot
the
chip has_built in commands for lire drawing, block moves and copies at hardware speeds The benchmark for graphics
systems,
the Commodore Amiga, can only draw lines half as fast as the 9938 and rectangles nearly so. This bodes cell for
designers of presentation graphics and animation systems for everything from simple business presentations to television
commercials!

The Geneve has a number of ports For video, there is a port for an analog . RGB monitor. The analog R68 monitor is more
advanced than the digital ones used by the TI Professional Computer in that it allows virtually an infinite range of
colors or the screen. Texas Instruv-ts used the quality of the TI PRO monitor as a major component in its 'Dare to
Compare' campaign against the inferior :E 6 PC display system. An Amiga monitor displays the . power of the Geneve quite
well, and is readily available. however, an additional port permits the use of your existing TI9914A video monitor
Therefore, your current equipment is not obsoleted by the new machine, allowing you the luxury of leisurely getting
the
best price for your existing monitor and cutting the best possible deal for your upgrade. Indeed, some are already at
work
seeking
to
separate
early
dropouts
in
the
Amiga,
world
from
their
monitors.
The
Geneve
also
supports
the
mouse. Other monitors of the serial R68 type work, however, so do not pay extra simply because the name on the Amiga
Your 9914A console can be used as a stand alone device with the purchase of the Geneve. The Geneve comes equipped fron',
with
an IBM style keyboard. Other keyboards, costing from $58 to $600 will also work just fine. Since the Geneve replicates
the functions of the console, you will only need the expansion system or one of the inexpensive expansion kits.
Aearlier,
multi-function
even more access to the Geneve. While labeled as being for the Amiga mouse mentioned
it also
ca permits
n port
support sophisticated applications inputed from both exotic and common equipment. A V1020
digitizer,
instance. Pictures taken from a video camera can be fed into the system.
A digitizing tablet, which
turns the forGeneve
into an elaborate data collection system or a component
of Light
a computer
design/manufacturing/engineering (CAD/CAM/CAE) sytem is fully supportable, giver proper
software.
pens areaided
course appropriate input devices as is information from a video cassette recorder or a video camera. Indeed, withof
external converter devices available on the market, you can pipe in television signals and enjoy crisp resolution and
vibrant colors never seen before from a commercial television set, thus putting your R6B monitor on overtime
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DISK DRIVES:
The Geneve, when utilizing a Myarc Disk Controller, will be [a:able of transfering up to . 1.2Mbits/sec from disk to meaory
- or roughly twice as fast as any computer for less then $10,!. When used in is
with the Myarc Hard Disk
controller, this speed goes up to SMbits/sec (5 MILLIuN baud!), which s fast enough to do full-screen real-tcae
animation with 10 screens misplayed per second (as opposed to the average movie which displays 8 pictures per second to
achieve apparent motion). Again, this capability is far beyondwhat comparably, and much higher priced machines are
is accomplished by utilizing an area of RAM in the computer (called 0 wait state Static RAM of
capable of doing.
which 8K is available inn a standard Geneve) as temporary storage, along with the very modern WDS1772 disk controller
microprocessor.
To put this in persee:tive, compare the Geneve to other computers. The Geneve comes with 640K of RAM, equivalent to a
fully configured .Er PC XT. This memory is expandable to 2 megabytes, twice the standard memory of an Atari 1040 ST
The Atari ST, of course, is one of the more popular 'non IBM machines on the market. The Atari ST is the fastest
microcomputer available ini its price range.
The Geneve is roughly equivalent. The makers of the Geneve have gore to the extra expense of . installing special purpose
chips to handle, among other things, input from disks, lightpens, and other devices. In a similar vein, these special
purpose chips handle output to screen, disk and elsewhere. And what about graphics? Again expensive special purpose
redundancepays off. Therefore, in graphics, input and output, the Geneve runs circles around the Atari ST. The Geve'ie
deploys eight times as man" colors as the Commodore Amiga. .The Amiga isi the superior machine in these respects. The
Geneve, unlike the Amiga and the IBM PC AT, supports graphics with a't rue aspect' ratio. This is the superior fora. and
gives higher resolution through the use of square pixels, the tiny dots used to give your computer screen, even your
television its color and appearance of depth.
The Geneve rates hiohly as a smoothly upgradeable machine. It obviously will be coapatable with the ,newly developed
Myarc disk controller card. In . disk drives supported,.the Geneve with the Myarc disk controller card will deTeat the ISM
Pt AT. Four 2e megabyte hard disks can be supported with this upgraded configuration, not to mention that the same
stheae will control' four (or less) double sided QUAD density floppie drives of the conventional 6 1/4 inch size. The
drives that use the new plastic bound three inch disks are supported as well. Knowing the market, the Geneve takers
realised they needed a system that would obsolete gracefully, as has the 99i4A.
Features of the . 99/4A which still challenge the marketplace are retained.. An example is the 77/48'S weir Known ce;ice
independent operating system. Virtually any peripheral can be attached, unlike almost all other computers including
those costing thousands. Device independence is a feature you the 99/4A owner) have purchased years ago and one that
should not be discarded in the name of . progress, Therefore, the Geneve is superior to most every aicropcomputer in
graphics, speed, memory capacity, and in versatility.
A full-blown Geneve system would contain a Geneve computer, a WDS model hard and floppy disk controller, a Ti RS232 card,
plus a 3 slot expansiorkit, linked to . two full blown 720 kitobyte floppy disk drives and a high resolutiee serial R66
monitor. It bought all at the same time, using all new components, your system would cost less than coke. une of the
should be acquired iocrementally, particularly if
finest features of such a sy stem is that it can and probablyhis
1T
040 Sis
you
currently own an expanded 5 9/4A system. For a machine of this class, this is an incrediblep rice. The Atari The
Geneve
well known as the first computer that cost less than One dollar for each one thousand bytes of memory, new.
may be the first machine to drive that cost down to fifty cents per thousand.
SOFTWARE:
The Geneve will come bundled with a new version of Extended BASIC on disk which is fully 6 times faster than Ti Extended
BASIC. Also included will be a MS-DOS like operating
operating system The package is called 'DOS like' because the commands used
internal workings of the system will not reseable nor be compatable with
will be very close to MS-DOS. However,
MS-DOS. This will be a boon for those who haye had to struggle through learning MS-DOS at work or on another machine.
In the package also will be an 80 column version of TI-Writer with a larger memory.
A number of other products specifically designed for the Geneve will be available at or near the release of the Geneve.
A nueberof'C . compilers will be . available by ail expectations. C is a very popular language on 32 bit machines and is
business software will be readily available.
e
now beginning to appear in micro computers in the last few years. Som
Software developed on many
UCSD Pascal, actually a language within its own operating system, will also be standard.
machines, including the IBM PC, Apple, and others which use this system will run without modification on the Geneve.
The new Geneve software will allow users to set up directories as an aid to manage multiple files. A software RAMoisk
will also be available, where the user can deal with a notional or in-software emulation of a disk. All interaction on
this RAMdisk will be in memory, thus will operate at extremely high speed. Print spoolers will be available. People
still pay $2ee for print speolers, which merely are hardware systems, now software, thatfool both the computer and the
printer. The printer is wired to signal the computer to stop sending data while the printer repositions the print head,
rolls up the platen. Meanwhile the computer is burning up thousands of cycles waiting for printer to get ready to
receive data . again. A spooler is nothing but an ever ready printer to the computer and a patient computer to the
printer. The jot is transmitted to the spooler in a second or two and you are ready to go again while the printer chunks
away.
TI BUSINESS MA(• ..:3:
The Geneve is assembly language compatable to the TI mini computer world, and awaits a member of that community to make
that software run.
Time to
There is one silver lining in the 'Perils of Pauline' development path of the Geneve, so fraught with delays
think about the new arrival has been purchased with the sweat of the developer in a . process which would normally have
been extremely secret and quickly sprung on the unsuspecting community with little warning.
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NEW OFFEF:'..j:
One new company has been started specificly to develop Geneve software. A true multi-tasking operating system is amor.o
the goals of this firm. Multi-tasking to a user means that several programs can be run at the same time. Multitaski
is at the heart of such programs such as Sidekick for the IBM where various panels, or windows are pulled down to alloy
notes and other activities to take place. Yet another goal for this new developer is a macro-assembler. Macroassemblers are small utility programs that can be strung together to achieve a variety of goals. In the mini computer
world, _programmers adroit in the macros of their particular machine rarely had to write much original code to achieve
powerfu
l
This capability will soon arrive for you with the Geneve.
Soon after shipments of the Geneve begin, BASIC and Pascal compilers will be made available by this startup firm.
A
compiler may not be a familiar concept to all who read this, though it is simple to pick up. When your 99/4A receives
the run command, it wakes up and 'interprets' the programyou have told it to run; Every single time. You probably are
aware that assembly language is faster. The reason for this is that it is closer to machine language and therefore
f a host o other languages is not that CiOSE . 4.0 machine
requires minimal "interpreta,.ion.' BASIC, however, along with
language. Easier to remember and use, but requiring some form of intervention. The interpreter is often used for Bk1L
While it gives instant feedback, an Interpreter is slower than a compiled program which is a machine or assembly language
program. You write the program as usual, then run the program through a compiler. That program compiles a collection OT
ilation' isThat
what you
then use
assembly language or machine code commands.
'comp
i when you need that program . The
compilation is much faster, almost indistinguishable from a program written in assembly language. The 99(4H only
recently got an . example of a compiled BkIC . and a compiled C. If you have yet to experiencethe utility of compilers,
you will certainly enjoy the Geneve. The increased memory will, of course, make these compilers superior in performance
to anything currently on the 99/4A.
N!N
A host of Geneve-specific programs are to come. Lou Phillips of Myarc has estimated that four to five years of effort
will be needed to completi the full sweep of programs needed to truely tax the Geneve system and the chlps associated
with it. During that period. if a new design comes along, the card, not the entire structure can be modi,ied. Almost
immediately,however, terminal emuiators, word processing programs that suppgrt such sophisticated typesetting concepts as
proportionai spacing will begin to arrive. Potential new products for the Geneve include databases, speadsheets, and
paint programs.
The Geneve is one of the most remarkable computers ever introduced. A technical marvel, not a ripoff or anyones clone.
We are indeed fortunate that it has been designed to take advantage of the tremendous capability of the the
1199/4A....and its users. It should appeal to everyone, either as a first, a second, or third computer.
from the Chicago Times Newsletter:

PROGRAM CONVERSION
-

by John Behnke.

Everyone has the X.-basic Module Now Right? Well if you don't and you have seen some great program that you would like in
a magazine Cr some other article or newsletter but it's written in X-Basic - this article Ai lit solve your problem_
this article is short Basic program that will emuiate the two most commonly used features in the X-Basic module - D I:, PL,In
AT
andisACCEPT
AT.emulate
if the those
program
you toinconvert
any of the SPRITE subroutines you are out of luck becaus ;
there
noway to
routines
Basic uses
In this article I will also explain how to simply rewrite thee
-Basi
so it
will prog
run in Console Basicough. Although
you will find that the converted program work a correctly,
will
notice
thatthe
will run at a slower speed due to the inherent slowness of Basic over X-Basic This article
who
is dedicated
to allANDthose
Tl'ers out there whly only
have a console and cassette recorder. Yes! Stand up and shout 'I
HAVE
A sse COMPUTER
I M PROU
OF IT! i see you people who sneak into meeting and stand in ..." 'back D
'
Every month .elctonfyurselvtocmup helibraytyou
ovendrask'DoyuhavenNE.!progamin'sc?- Of
course everyWeii,
person
within earshot Immediately is quiet and looks up to see who the poor sooi is and then lo._
chuckle_
with
oose
a
little
this
program
and
a
little
time,
you
can
convert
m
ny programs from X-Ba ic to B ass aands build!
nice little COilECtl0q. I wish you luck. -1B.
up a
lm ACCEPT AT
=COL t2
VARie"
IF BEER=0 THEN 3eese
30030 sETP=e

3eue

souNe(lee,14oe,e)

30050 FOR tI=0 TO SIZE -1
30066 CALL HCHAR(ROW,COL+II,30)
3e07e CALL
S)

Ne e,eIF es_ ` THEN Jere
evc, 7fr, r)4(e , =,, iTHrN 30
3eiee CALL HCHA.'
30110 IF fk:=13 - -E% Alse
3e12e ti=ei-1
3e13e vARs=sscvms,i,er)
,

,

.

11.1

30140 GOTO
30150

COL+fi 3 O0
3e16e
3017e NEo7
30171 SIZE- 4
3e181? REI
3Ieee
•PF'
AT
31010 ::_=COL4-2
31•20 IF BEEP=0 THEN 31e5e
31030 BEEP:0
31040 CALL s:Ae(iee,iseee)
31e5e IF 51:L,3 THEN 31e7e
31060 SI2E=25
3le76 CALL HCHAR(ROW,COL,32,SIZE)
31,?:•: FOR er=e TO LENNARCL1
HCHARCROW,COL+0I,ABC(SEWVARS,@1+1,1)))
311wu NEAT ti
31110 SIZE=0
31120 RETURN

13

To Use: Type this program in before you start to enter a program. If the pr: - aa uses the same line numbers, simply
RESEQUENCE this program to another area which is not used and note where to 6.;:j8 to when you are typing-in the program.
Other conversions...

BASIC

lee

ACCEPT AT(10,1):A4

If you want a numeric variable
instead of a strirg variable:
use: 104 A=VAL0,... , 1
1

0 ACCEPT A .N10,1)SIZE(10)

lei

102

Fo...le
::,=1

(Max input length)
36000
104 A4-vAR4

163

108

101 :L=1

102 BEEP=1 (BEEP=1 to beep)
163 SIZE=16
104GOSH 30000
les A4=VAR4

lee

DISPLAY AT(10,1):'TESP

lab Row=le
101 cm =1

162
t•s'TEST°
103 1. .
31600
100 A4=RPTC'TES7,10)

100 A4= "
101 FOR C=1 TO le
102 A4=AWTESP
NEXT 01

lc
tee

160 CALL COLOR(1,10,11,2,11,12)

CALL coLoR1,1e,11)
101 CALL COLOR(2,11,12)

lee

160 CALL CHAR(S0,'1111111111111111")
161 CALL C-;.- 91
ie2 CALL
9L'33 3333S333333333')
103 CALL
93, 1 4444444444444444")

CALL C-::

LLL L .

4""(44444444')

100 A=MWE,C)

166 IF Bn THEN 103
10 A=C
162 60TO 104
103 A=8
le4 (continue program)

100 A=M1NE,C)

lee

IF 8 ., C THEN 103

162 EOTO 104
163 (continue program)

100 IF A=0 AND E=b THEN 200

100 IF (A=0)1(B=)THEN 200

100 IF A=0 OR 8=8 THEN 200

100 IF (A=)+(8=0)THEN 200

(Note: For 1-BASIC PEEKS and POKES refer to August-September 1986 issue of Newsletter 9T9 for an equivalent statement ,
in 1-BASIC, which can be translated to Console Basic-Ed)
From Garth's BBS ((416)221-3578):
Read F.essaoe:
1115 35 15 - Jan 87 12:12:43 From: Clint Pulley To: All REPLY TO 1115 SEE ALSO 1115
Subj: More on the Millers Graphics Ti add-on
What
I downloaded the official Triton press release from Compuserve this AM and was disappointed (but not surprised).
Triton is selling for 4506+(U.,,.Funds)is a rather modest clone, but in place of the keyboard is a box which enables you
to use your TI console as the keyboard. The release specifically states that the only items shared are the 4A keyboard
and monitor. Otherwise, there is no communication between the 4A and the clone.
In ay opinion, this is a turkey. Anyone who has used both a TI and a PC will readily realize that the small 4A keyboard
will be almost inpossible to use with'a lot of current software (how will you key in ALT ::FTiF8??i. I suspect that the
first add-on most purchasers will get is a proper keyboard!! In short - if you want a clone, buy a clone.
A recent poll of 4A owners on a major US information network yielded the result that 70% are planning on buying the Myarc
9840, even if they have to wait a while longer Hamma[Cint Pulley is working on software, including a [-compiler for the
Genene', a rival of the Triton/MG venture -Ed.)
ANOTHER BLOW TO THE ORPHANS; FROM GARTH'S BBS:
Read Message: R)eply Kill E)nter N)ext P)revious -)Read-Orig. +)Read-Reply Quit 11733 1 - 189 R K E N P - + Q or
help: N 1174 19 1B Jan 87 20:59:39 From: Sysop To: All Ti'ers Subj: Downloads R.I.P.

for

I am sorry if this is in rather short notice but as of tonight I have cleared the download section for T.I.. Because of
ay limited space I have had to clear any new uploads off the disk at least twice a day and even still people are trying
to upload MS-DOS programs and getting Disk. Full messages. This would tend to put people off of uploading to the board
as catering to the MS-DOS and Tandy users I find this to be an unpleasant situation. So I am afraid that the
and since
area has been scrounged for it's disk space, sorry, that this had to occur so sharply, but it has. Hopefully this
T.I.
wilibeanincentiveforaTi.usertogetaboarduP'You
u4
are still welcome to use the messenging here
„ y,
Thanks in advance for your understandino...6arth

